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Welcome to the Sixth World Waste to Energy & Resources Summit in London.

FCC Environment is a world leader in environmental services, from waste collection and street cleansing to
energy recovery from waste, recycling, waste treatment and ground maintenance. It serves nearly 59 million
people in over 5,000 municipalities. Every year FCC processes in excess of 24 million tonnes of waste in
more than 200 recycling and treatment facilities all around the world. These are installed with a wide range
of technologies, from mechanical and bio treatment to advanced combustion Energy from Waste. Its 10
existing waste-to-energy projects have an annual capacity of 2.6 million tonnes.

This year’s summit has a new name, reflecting an increasing focus on the Circular Economy and the valorisation of waste streams
into chemicals, fuels and materials as well as energy. During the summit we’ll hear from a range of exciting technology developers
about the opportunities and challenges in scaling these solutions.
As Brexit and the upcoming elections dominate the news in the UK, we look forward to expert
debate on the potential impact on the UK waste and RDF sectors. We also welcome speakers
representing our pick of the world’s most exciting international waste to energy markets,
including Eastern Europe, SE Asia and Australia.

Kobelco
Kobelco Eco-Solutions was established in 1946 as a member of the Kobe Steel Group. The gasification and
melting technology generates renewable energy from waste while minimalising the environmental impact.
This technology can handle a diverse range of waste feedstock with robust operation and high energy
conversion efficiency. Kobelco has 17 proven commercial scale reference plants which have been operating
for up to 14 years, and the Technical Research Centre has more than 100 professional engineers and
scientists carrying out R&D to support its customers and develop next generation technologies.

To capitalise on the expertise and experience of everyone here, we have roundtable
discussion groups taking place on both days of the summit. On the first day each group will
focus on a particular topic of strategic importance to the industry. On the second day, we’d
like each group to map out the critical success factors for developing and implementing
waste-to-energy. We’ll collate this feedback, and circulate it to all attendees after the summit.
Networking continues to be the most important facet of the summit, so please join us for
our drinks reception hosted by the Green Investment Bank at the end of the first day of the
summit. I would like to thank all our sponsors for their support and encourage you to connect
with them during the networking breaks. Please also take advantage of our 1-1 meeting
system, to make sure you meet face to face with your most important contacts at the event.

Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin Energy is a line of business within Lockheed Martin that delivers comprehensive solutions
across the energy industry to include demand response, energy efficiency, energy storage, nuclear systems,
tidal energy technologies and waste-to-energy generation.

As we look ahead to next year’s summit, please take the time to share with us your feedback and suggestions, so that we can
continue to build the summit year on year as the meeting place for the international waste to energy industry.
Jennie Moss
Managing Director

Mitsubishi Electric
Mitsubishi Electric has a proven track record of supplying turnkey Electrical, Instrumentation and Control
(EI&C) projects for energy producers including full engineering and commissioning. This includes systems for
Energy from Waste, Biomass and related industries, such as Biogas based generation for wastewater clients
– covering both electricity generation from steam turbines and district heating. Whatever the application,
Mitsubishi Electric is likely to offer a solution, which is why the market leading company is an event sponsor
and sharing its expertise at the World Waste to Energy and Resources Summit.

Gold Partners
Astute Technical Recruitment
Astute Technical Recruitment is an industry leading business focused on providing high-calibre contract and
permanent staff worldwide to the power generation, utilities and waste management sectors. With highly
knowledgeable recruitment teams, expert in their specialist areas of design, construction, commissioning,
operations, maintenance, engineering and management, Astute delivers a high quality recruitment
experience. Combining recruitment expertise with the in-depth knowledge of qualified engineers ensures
Astute can offer a completely consultative approach to your recruitment requirements.

Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering
Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering is a pioneer of waste gasification technology and consists of four main
business fields. The specific Energy from Waste (EfW) technology is provided by the Environmental Solutions
Division. The waste gasification and melting technology has more than 40 references under commercial
operation in Japan and South Korea for 34 years.

Bouygues Energies & Services
Underpinned by its customer focused approach, Bouygues develops and simplifies demanding, complex and
technically challenging projects where the need for innovation and value creation exist. Bouygues’ highly
integrated design, build, operate and maintenance solutions span throughout the entire project lifecycle
ensuring the accelerated delivery of its clients’ strategic vision.

Syntech Bioenergy
SynTech Bioenergy is an advanced synthesis gas company dedicated to producing distributed clean energy
through advanced thermochemical conversion of biomass and other wastes to continuous and uninterrupted
distributed base load power, heat, fertilizer and fuels in a small, carbon negative footprint. The technologies
solve a host of global energy, environmental, economic and social evils. SynTech neither uses nor produces
water and the only byproduct, biochar, can be used as a high-value soil amendment (fertilizer) which aids
plant growth, reduces the need for irrigation and increases global food supplies or as activated carbon for
water and air filtration.

CMS
CMS is a top six global law firm, serving 39 countries across 69 offices in the UK, Europe and internationally.
CMS has world class bench strength with nearly 2,500 lawyers in the UK within a global team of over 4,500
lawyers. The large multi-disciplinary team has extensive expertise in the waste sector and has advised on
some of the largest, most complex and advanced waste projects across the globe. No matter what your
project – CMS has the expertise to help.

Silver Partner

DADI Group

Valmet

Established in 1984, Dial A Dump Industries (DADI) has a long-standing history within the construction and
demolition industry in Australia. The DADI Group is made up of four businesses: Dial A Dump, a principle
provider of waste collections and waste management services in New South Wales; Genesis Xero Waste,
the market leading provider of waste transfer, landfill and recycling services for industry; Dial A Product, the
supplier of a vast range of quality recycled product to the market; and The Next Generation, which is leading
the way for Energy from Waste technology in Australia.

Valmet Corporation is the leading global developer and supplier of technologies, automation and services
for the pulp, paper and energy industries. Valmet’s vision is to become the global champion in serving
its customers. For energy production its offering covers technologies, services and automation for a vast
range of fuels. Valmet is an experienced provider of fluidized bed boilers, gasifiers, power plants, integrated
pyrolysis, equipment for environmental protection, automation solutions and a wide selection of services.

SUMMIT AGENDA
Day One — May 23, 2017

8:55

Opening Remarks
Jennie Moss, Managing Director, Rethink Events, UK

9:00

Circular Success: How Achievable is the Circular Economy?
On January 26, 2017, The European Union published its communication
on “The Role of Waste-to-Energy in the Circular Economy”. The document
offers guidance on the positioning of different waste-to-energy processes
in the waste hierarchy, while identifying the technology and processes
which currently hold the greatest potential to optimise energy and material
outputs. This panel debate will reflect on the implications of this document
for the waste-to-energy market while posing the following questions:
- As industry shifts towards greater circularity, what are the key
opportunities and challenges for the valorisation of waste streams into
chemicals, materials and fuels?
- Will the UK adhere to the EU Circular Economy Package post-Brexit and
where is the scope to develop new circular economy business models
independent of the EU?
- How have financing and funding initiatives been effective in helping member states reach targets, accelerate
technological innovation and implement circular economy projects?
- How are leading authorities and waste management companies planning for and effectively integrating closed loop
solutions and facilities into their strategies?
Session Chair: Roy Hathaway, European Policy Advisor, Environmental Services Association, UK

environment

water

Wayne Hubbard, Chief Operating Officer, London Waste and Recycling Board, UK
Laura Busato, Advisor, Innovation Finance Advisory, European Investment Bank, LUXEMBOURG
Jeff Rhodes, Head of Environment & External Affairs, Biffa, UK
Felipe Urbano de Saleta, Director, Head of Business Development, Communications and External Affairs,
FCC Environment, SPAIN

infrastructure

Over 100 years delivering
municipal services, improving
citizens' quality of life.

9:45

- What impact has the announcement of Brexit had on the European waste and energy market?
- How has Brexit affected the UK’s RDF export market and will we see opportunities emerging to develop additional
EfW infrastructure to use RDF locally for energy generation?
- In spite of market uncertainty, what ACT and conventional EfW projects have been successfully announced since
Brexit? Will Brexit be the catalyst for ACT?

FCC Environment is a world leader in environmental services, from waste collection and street cleansing to energy recovery from waste,
recycling, waste treatment and ground maintenance. It serves nearly 59 million people in over 5,000 municipalities and processes every
year in excess of 24 million tonnes of waste in more than 200 recycling and treatment facilities all around the world, approaching waste
as a resource: reuses and recycles what it’s possible and recovers energy from the rest. Facilities are installed with a wide range of
technologies, from mechanical and bio treatment to advanced combustion energy-from-waste. FCC Environment’s 10 existing Waste to
Energy projects have an annual capacity of 2.6 million tonnes and nearly 300 MWe.

www.fcc.es/en/presentation-environment

Brexit Means Brexit, but What Does this Actually Mean for the Waste Market?

Session Chair: Mike Brown, Managing Director, Eunomia, UK
James Samworth, Partner, Foresight Group, UK
Richard Howard, Head of Environment & Energy Unit, Policy Exchange, UK
Stuart Hayward-Higham, Technical Development Director, SUEZ Recycling and Recovery, UK
Alan Cumming, Capital Projects & Engineering Director, Viridor, UK

10:30

Networking Coffee Break

11:00

A European Agenda: Serbia, Czech Republic and Turkey

14:30

- How are countries across Europe incorporating waste-to-energy as part of their waste management strategies?
- What new markets are emerging and where are we seeing the greatest opportunities for growth?

Rolf Stein, CEO, Advanced Plasma Power, UK

Session Chair: Mike Brown, Managing Director, Eunomia, UK
Snezana Bondzic, Assistant Director, Directorate for Waste Management, Secretariat for Environmental Protection,
City of Belgrade, SERBIA
Jaromír Manhart, Director of Waste Management, Ministry of the Environment, CZECH REPUBLIC
Fatih Hoşoğlu, Operations Manager, ISTAC, TURKEY

12:00

14:45

Session Chair: Jeremy Tomkinson, CEO, NNFCC, UK

- With the latest round of CfDs underway, is the pot for ACT sufficient and how effective will it be in bringing projects to
financial close?
- How successful were the last rounds of CfDs and RO in supporting the development of first large-scale energy from
waste facilities? What projects are emerging as a result?
- What W2E projects are being developed outside of CfDs? Can CfDs be used to incentivise syngas, chemical and fuel
production? Are schemes such as RHIs more attractive for developing syngas?
- Is this new wave of projects generating interest from the investment community?

Zeb Ahmed, Managing Director, Bouygues Energies & Services, UK
Alex Miles, Director, Commercial Development, Enerkem, UK
Carl Wolf, Vice President, Europe, LanzaTech, UK

15:30

Neil McDermott, CEO, Low Carbon Contracts Company, UK
Peter MacLaren, Director, Levenseat, UK
Richard Burgess, Deputy Managing Director, Spencer Group, UK
Keith Riley, Partner, BH EnergyGap, UK

12:45

Table

Host

Topic

1

Jason Erickson,
SynTech Bioenergy, USA

Distributed Energy: What is the future for distributed, clean energy
and which markets offer the greatest potential?

2

Neil McDermott,
Low Carbon Contracts Company, UK

CfD Success: Which technologies will prevail in the second
auction and how successful will ACT be?

3

Richard Burgess,
Spencer Group, UK

First Round Review: What can we learn from ACT projects
emerging from the first CfD round?

4

Stuart Hayward-Higham,
SUEZ Recycling & Recovery, UK

RDF Market: Where are the biggest opportunities for RDF
exporters post-Brexit?

5

James Samworth,
Foresight Group, UK

Project Structure: What are the critical factors needed to make a
project attractive for the investment community?

6

Jeff Rhodes,
Biffa, UK

High Value Bioeconomy: As the UK builds a waste-based
bioeconomy, how do waste management leaders see the W2E
market developing?

7

Keith Riley,
BH Energy Gap, UK

Circular Economy: What is the role of waste-to-energy and ACT?

8

Ian Malouf,
DADI Group, AUSTRALIA

Access Australia: What are the greatest opportunities and
challenges for delivering waste-to-energy projects and is the
market ripe for development?

9

Christel Bourbon-Séclet,
Proparco, FRANCE

International Financing: What sustainable financing and business
models are needed to support waste-to-energy infrastructure in
developing countries?

10

Doug Howard,
Bouygues Energies & Services, UK

High Value Chemicals: What are the main challenges and
opportunities in accelerating the commercialisation of high value
chemicals from waste?

Olivier Fricot,
Investec, UK

Financing Waste-to-Energy Projects: Debt vs. Equity Investment
Considerations

Networking Lunch Break

Plants in the UK?

Terry Buckel, Managing Director, Astute Technical Recruitment, UK

Delegates break into small discussion groups hosted by an industry leader to debate some of the critical issues affecting
the industry.

13:30

Tackling the Skills Shortage: Do We Have the Talent to Build and Operate the New Wave of Waste to Energy

- What lessons have been learned from recent experiences in the busy waste-to-energy industry?
- Transferrable skills: Where do we find people with the right skills to succeed and which are the good and
bad locations?

Roundtable Discussion Sessions

11

Concept to Commercialisation: Deriving High-Value Fuels and Chemicals from Waste
- What advancements are we seeing in the waste to jet fuel market? Who is proving to be a fly away success?
- What partnerships are emerging between technology providers and the pharmaceutical/chemical industries and who
has achieved success in producing high-value chemical feedstock?
- What are the main challenges experienced by technology providers when scaling and commercialising solutions?
- How can industry and government work together to incentivise and support the adoption of these new approaches?

Analysing CfDs and Alternative Funding Incentives as Effective Pathways to Project Delivery

Session Chair: Frank Gordon, Senior Policy Analyst, Renewable Energy Association, UK

Advancing Towards the Decarbonisation of Gas

Hosted by:

15:45

16:15

Networking Coffee Break

In the Spotlight: Case Studies of Innovation in Advanced Conversion Technology
Session Chair: Paul Winstanley, Project Manager, ETI, UK
Kamal Kalsi, CEO & Chief Technology Officer, SynTech Bioenergy, UK
Ari Kokko, Director of Technology, Research & Development, Valmet, FINLAND
Nobuhiro Tanigaki, Chief Technical Manager, Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering, JAPAN

17:15

Finance Panel: Assessing Risk in the Face of Market Uncertainty
- What are the implications of Brexit on the waste-to-energy market? How are investors managing technical risk and
what is their perception of the waste to energy industry going forward?
- Have recent project failures affected investor confidence in the waste sector?
- How should developers structure projects to appeal to equity or senior debt lenders and which financing structures
are required to secure investment?
- What trends are we seeing within the investment community in terms on new players entering the market?
Session Chair: James Snape, Partner, CMS, UK
Chris Holmes, Managing Director, Water & Bioenergy, Green Investment Bank, UK
Stefan Rattensperger, Director, Power and Infrastructure Finance, Investec, UK
Hamish McPherson, Partner, Aurium Capital Markets, UK
Jonathan Bova, Associate Director – Transactions, Hancock Renewable Energy Group, USA
Kwong-Wing Law, Managing Director, Regional Head, London, Global Infrastructure and Projects, Natixis, UK

Hosted
by:

18:00

Networking Drinks Reception

12:15

- How are major Chinese waste-to-energy players looking to strengthen and diversify their portfolios across Europe?
- Which markets are most attractive for Chinese investment and acquisition?

SUMMIT AGENDA
Day Two — May 24, 2017

8:55

Thomas Obermeier, Head of Business Development, EEW Energy from Waste, GERMANY

12:30

9:15

Innovating Towards a Low Carbon and Renewable Future
Nick Pollard, CEO, Cory Riverside Energy, UK

Session Chair: James Snape, Partner, CMS, UK

The Development Debate: Determining Critical Success Factors for ACT Projects

James Michelsen, Senior Industry Specialist – Solid Waste, IFC, USA
Christel Bourbon-Séclet, Senior Investment Officer, Proparco, FRANCE
Carlos Afonso, Director, Head of Corporate Development and Concessions, FCC Environment, SPAIN
Alexander Alting von Geusau, Managing Director, Head of Utilities & Renewables, ING Wholesale Banking, UK

Opening Remarks

In light of recent project failures, industry leaders delve deep into key delivery milestones, the measures that need to be
taken to ensure projects reach financial close and how to overcome hurdles at execution. Debate will focus on the main
factors that affect the viability of new ACT projects including project structure and financial models, gate fees, feedstock
and technology selection.
Session Chair: Nick Dawber, Director, Dawber Renewables, UK
Brett Ross, CEO, RiverRidge Energy UK
Ian Brooking, CEO, CoGen, UK
Hisanori Shimakura, Professional Engineer, Kobelco, JAPAN

10:00

Unlocking Opportunities for Growth in International Markets
- Which international markets offer the most attractive risk and return profiles
and growth opportunities for investors? Are investors looking at new
markets with trepidation or confidence?
- With developing countries struggling to balance increasing municipal waste
volumes with overstretched budgets, feasible and cost-effective solutions
are in demand. How can the industry tailor its business models to access
opportunities and enable success in these markets? How pivotal is the role
of revenue generation from resource recovery in this process?
- What new approaches are arising between private waste operators/
contractors, investors and municipalities to strengthen the solid waste
management framework and technical and institutional expertise in
international markets?

Jennie Moss, Managing Director, Rethink Events, UK

9:00

Focus on China: Critical Needs and International Opportunities

Collaborative Workshop: Mapping the Route to Waste-to-Energy Project Success

13:15
—
14:00

Networking Lunch and Close of Summit

Exhibition Floorplan

Delegates will break into small groups facilitated by an industry expert. Each group will work together to map the critical
success factors for developing and implementing waste-to-energy projects, in addition to identifying the main measures
that need be taken to drive the industry forward. The discussion will focus on five key areas, including: Incentives,
Technology Selection, Feedstock Considerations, Financing Mechanisms and Outputs.
Table:

10:45

Host:

1

David Longden, Valmet, UK

2

Peter MacLaren, Levenseat, UK

3

Helena Barrett, John Laing, UK

4

Nick Pollard, Cory Riverside Energy, UK

5

Javier Cerezo, FCC Environment, SPAIN

6

Vaneeta Bhojwani, National Environment Agency, SINGAPORE

Networking Coffee Break

Exhibitor
11:15

Insight into Global Markets: Australia, Vietnam and Singapore
Session Chair: Chindarat Taylor, Founder and Director, Resource Efficiency Pathway, UK and THAILAND
Ian Malouf, Managing Director, DADI Group, AUSTRALIA
Minh Nguyen Van, Deputy Director, Department of Meteorology, Hydrology and Climate Change, Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment, VIETNAM
Vaneeta Bhojwani, Deputy Project Director, Waste & Resource Management Department, National Environment
Agency, SINGAPORE

BMH Technology
BMH Technology’s TYRANNOSAURUS® means the strongest and smartest Waste to Fuel & MRF systems,
delivered turnkey in a compact layout. The TYRANNOSAURUS® produced solid recovered fuel (SRF/RDF) is
an inexpensive and clean fuel of EU standardised quality. With over 60 years of experience, BMH supplies
turnkey SRF and solid biomass handling solutions - from receiving raw waste and untreated biomass to
feeding ready fuel to power boiler or cement kiln.

SPEAKERS

Waste valorisation to
decarbonise the economy

Carlos Afonso
Head of Concessions & Corporate Development
FCC ENVIRONMENT, SPAIN
Carlos heads the international Corporate Development and Concessions team at FCC Environment. The team has responsibility over
developing, bidding, structuring, constructing and operating environmental PPP projects
throughout their lifetimes. Carlos’ career has been in the PPP, project finance and infrastructure space, including almost a decade at the Royal Bank of Scotland in both Madrid and New
York. Carlos is a Civil Engineer with an MBA from IESE (Barcelona).

Alexander Alting von Geusau
Managing Director, Head of Utilities & Renewables
ING BANK, UK

Wherever your project, we’ve got the legal
expertise in place.
Underpinned by our customer focused philosophies, we develop technically challenging projects oﬀering
in-house lifecycle solutions spanning from design, construction to operation and maintenance of novel energy
infrastructures enabling us to derisk your investments and accelerate return.
For further details contact our experts at
contracting@bouygues-es.co.uk or +44 (0) 161 249 1000
www.bouygues-es.co.uk

Drawing on decades of experience, our multi-jurisdictional team advises
on all aspects of waste projects. From inception through to delivery,
CMS will help you achieve your optimal outcome.
Your contact at the conference:

James Snape
Partner
E james.snape@cms-cmno.com
M +44 77 6846 3901

Design | Build | Operate | Maintain

@CMS_Law

POWERING A BETTER TOMORROW

STARTS TODAY.
AT LOCKHEED MARTIN
WE’RE ENGINEERING A BETTER TOMORROW.
The energy challenge is an engineering challenge.
And that’s what we do best. We’re innovating
groundbreaking technologies to solve tomorrow’s
energy challenges, today. Because the future of
energy is bright. And at Lockheed Martin Energy,
we’re ensuring it stays that way.
How can we help you?
www.lockheedmartin.com/energy

CMS is an international law ﬁrm
that helps clients to thrive through
technical rigour, strategic expertise
and a deep sector focus.

cms.law

Waste is what you make of it.
We make it into clean energy.
Our Value From Waste process is:
clean
scalable
remotely operable
low carbon footprint
24/7 baseload power

Alexander joined ING Bank in 1997 in the Project and Structured
Finance department in Singapore, advising on power finance projects
in Australia, China, India, Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand. In August 1999, Alexander
moved to ING Corporate Finance Hong Kong as Head of the Utilities sector for Asia. In 2003,
Alexander transferred to London as Head of Utilities sector, responsible for senior relationship management in respect of ING’s utility clients.

Snezana Bondzic
Assistant Director, Waste Managment Office
SECRETARIAT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
CITY OF BELGRADE, SERBIA
Working in the waste management area, Snezana is responsible for
organising and developing waste management activities in the City
of Belgrade, including investment and operational activities and waste separation. She is
also a member of a team responsible for development and implementation of the City of Belgrade’s public private partnership project in waste management. Prior to City Administration
of Belgrade, Snezana worked as an attorney in her own law office.

Jonathan Bova
Transactions Manager
HANCOCK RENEWABLE ENERGY GROUP, USA
Jonathan is responsible for investment screening, financial analysis,
and portfolio management of prospective and existing renewable
energy investments. He has more than 10 years of infrastructure and utility investment
experience including project finance, private equity and corporate lending. Prior to joining
HREG, Jonathan was an analyst with John Hancock’s Power and Project Finance team
covering approximately $1bn of public and private debt investments in North America, Chile
and the Philippines.

Mike Brown
Managing Director
EUNOMIA, UK
Mike has a track record of bringing focused and consistent leadership
in the energy and waste sectors, and of transforming technically and
politically complex business challenges through the ability to apply commercial skills and
set clear direction. He has a detailed understanding of the interaction between the public
and private sectors, which, together with his ability to ‘master-plan’, makes him a successful
deliverer of complex projects spanning social, economic and environmental disciplines.

Richard Burgess
Deputy Managing Director
SPENCER GROUP, UK
Richard is the Deputy Managing Director of Spencer Group, a multidisciplinary design and build contractor operating across a wide range
of industries. Spencer Group developed the Energy Works 25MWe Waste-to-Energy plant,
presently under construction in Hull. Its renewable technologies portfolio includes biomass
handling projects involving safe conveying, storage and train loading technologies.

Zeb Ahmed
Managing Director
BOUYGUES ENERGIES & SERVICES, UK
Zeb is the Deputy Managing Director of Bouygues Energies & Services.
He has been responsible for strategic master-planning, commercialisation and the delivery of several international Centres of Excellence, demonstrating full scale
manufacturing facilities in high-value novel cutting-edge sectors, realising over £2bn worth
of technology-led investments. Zeb is recognised as a world leader in business entrepreneurship, accelerating innovation and value creation, holding unique triple fellowship of The
Institute of Chemical Engineers, Institute of Directors and Energy Institute.

Vaneeta Bhojwani
Deputy Project Director, Waste & Resource Management
Department
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AGENCY SINGAPORE,
SINGAPORE
Vaneeta is a Deputy Project Director at the National Environment
Agency. She is currently involved in the development of the Integrated Waste Management
Facility, an iconic flagship facility that will treat multiple waste streams and will be the largest
waste-to-energy facility in Singapore with a capacity to handle more than two million tonnes
of MSW annually. Vaneeta has more than 25 years of experience in the environmental
engineering field both in the government and private sector.

Christel Bourbon-Séclet
Senior Investment Officer
PROPARCO, FRANCE
Christel is a Senior Investment Officer with the Power and Infrastructure Department. She is a seasoned professional with 18 years of
experience in cross-border transactions. She joined Proparco in 2008 and has been involved
in numerous structured finance transactions across sectors and geographies. Christel
previously held positions as Principal Counsel for Veolia and Associate Attorney with various
law firms, including in Vietnam.

Ian Brooking
CEO
COGEN, UK
Ian has been involved in the waste-to-energy industry at a senior level
for over 10 years. His creative approach to project structuring combined
with his ability to blend engineering and finance has enabled Ian to lead CoGen and develop
multiple ACT projects over the last few years. With operational assets, a portfolio of sites
under construction and a strong pipeline of projects under development, CoGen is one of
the leading ACT developers within the UK.

Terry Buckel
Managing Director
ASTUTE TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT, UK
Terry founded Astute Technical in 2006 after a successful career in
the Royal Navy as a Power Generation Engineer/ Manager and other
recruitment companies. Astute Technical specialises in permanent and contract recruitment
of professionals in the Power Generation and related industries with a particular emphasis
on waste-to-energy. Astute Technical are experts in full life cycle recruitment of projects
including EPC and O&M staff.

Laura Busato
Advisor, Innovation Finance Advisory
EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK, LUXEMBOURG
Laura joined the EIB in March 2016 to foster the development of the
financial project advisory activity. She has over 16 years of experience
gained in investment banking and blue chip corporates across Europe and Latin America.
Laura has a solid track record in business development across CEE and Western Europe and
a strong vision of the new financing and credit landscape.

SPEAKERS
Alan Cumming
Capital Projects and Engineering Director
VIRIDOR, UK
Alan joined the Viridor Board in February 2013 to spearhead the
delivery of Viridor’s significant investment programme, consisting of
10 Energy Recovery plants, new recycling assets, the landfill CAPEX programme and the
creation of a stronger “Intelligent Client” capability. As Capital Projects and Engineering
Director, Alan is responsible for all projects, engineering, asset management and bringing
new technology into the business.

Roy Hathaway
Europe Policy Advisor
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES ASSOCIATION, UK
Roy is a consultant on waste and resources policy, and since 2011 he
has been advising the Environmental Services Association (ESA) on
European and UK waste policy issues affecting the industry. Prior to that, Roy was a Senior
Official at the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) for many years,
where he dealt with a wide range of environmental and sustainable development policy
areas, including the European legislation on waste and recycling.

Chris Holmes
Managing Director, Waste & Bioenergy
GREEN INVESTMENT BANK, UK
Chris heads up the Waste & Bioenergy team at the UK Green Investment Bank, a UK Government sponsored institution created in October
2012. The bank’s mission is to accelerate the transition of the UK to a ‘greener’ economy
with an initial investment focus in offshore wind, waste and energy efficiency. Prior to this
position, Chris was Head of Capital Markets in the Infrastructure and Renewables team at
NIBC Bank, with responsibility for UK debt origination and advisory within these sectors.

Richard Howard
Head of Environment & Energy Unit
POLICY EXCHANGE, UK
Richard is a Director and Head of the Environment & Energy Unit at
the leading think tank Policy Exchange. He recently produced a report
on waste policy following Brexit. Since joining Policy Exchange in 2014, he has produced a
number of other influential reports on topics including: Energy policy and regulation, energy
technologies, and air quality. Richard has more than 12 years’ experience in energy and
environmental policy, economics, and government affairs.

Kamal Kalsi
CEO & CTO
SYNTECH BIOENERGY, USA
Kamal has more than 10 years of experience in the technical and
commercial development of projects utilising liquid and solid biomass
with a strong focus on commercial applications of gasification technologies to waste derived
feedstocks. He is the principal inventor of intellectual property covering novel and commercially robust gas clean-up and power generation solutions for a variety of gasification based
processes. He has also carried out extensive due diligence on over 20 gasification projects
and has practical experience in project development, plant design, delivery and operation.

Kwong-Wing Law
Managing Director, Regional Head, London,
Global Infrastructure and Projects
NATIXIS, UK
Kwong-Wing is the Regional Head of the Natixis Global Infrastructure
and Projects department in London with responsibilities for the UK,
Ireland, Scandinavia and the CEE region. With more than 15 years’ experience in structured
finance, Kwong-Wing is highly experienced in the infrastructure and PFI/PPP as well as
the power and renewable sectors. Prior to joining Natixis, he worked at Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation in London, where he played a key role in developing its client base and
building its project finance presence.

Frank Gordon
Senior Policy Analyst
RENEWABLE ENERGY ASSOCIATION, UK
Frank has experience in a range of climate change posts in central
government and the energy sector. He was Policy Adviser on the CLG
Eco-towns policy, Coordinator of the All Party Group on Climate Change and Project Manager of the Westmill Solar Cooperative project, a project to buy-back a 5MW solar farm for the
community. He holds a Master’s degree in Climate Change and is currently Policy Manager
at the REA focussing on large scale power and energy storage.

Stuart Hayward-Higham
UK Technical Development Director
SUEZ RECYCLING AND RECOVERY, UK
Stuart is currently responsible for non-bidding emerging development
activities in SUEZ Recycling and Recovery UK, delivering tools,
techniques and information to meet customers’ business imperatives. Main activity themes
include harnessing waste as a resource, energy and bio-fuels manufacture, sorting,
extraction and value enhancement for waste mix resources and the increasing introduction
of circular economy based products and solutions.

Fatih Hoşoğlu
Operations Manager
ISTAC, TURKEY
Fatih is Operations Manager at Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality
(ISTAC) . His role includes managing energy production from landfill
gas, composting facilities and medical incineration plants. Over the past 12 years he has
worked on several projects in the waste sector including waste management plans for local
and international cities.

Wayne Hubbard
Chief Operating Officer
LONDON WASTE AND RECYCLING BOARD, UK
Wayne is the Chief Operating Officer of the London Waste and Recycling Board where he is responsible for helping London’s boroughs to
increase recycling rates and helping to accelerate the development of the circular economy
in London. He has been working for LWARB since 2008. Prior to this he was the Waste
Strategy Manager at the Greater London Authority. Wayne has over 20 years’ experience in
the waste and resource management industry.

Ari Kokko
Director of Technology, Research & Development
VALMET, FINLAND
Ari has a wealth of experience working within Valmet Technologies
to his position of Director of Technology, Research & Development.
With a foundation in conventional circulating fluidised bed boilers, Ari now leads Valmet’s
R&D programmes to further develop performance and innovation in both Conventional and
Advanced Conversion Technologies. He has 30 years working experience in the global
technology, project and product business in various positions in technology, industry and
customer knowledge in the Power and Energy industries.

Peter MacLaren
Director
LEVENSEAT, UK
Peter is a Founder and Director of Levenseat and Levenseat Renewable
Energy, the latter being an SPV developing a 215,000 tonnes pa
energy from waste (EfW) plant in central Scotland - commissioning Q3 2017. Levenseat is a
medium-sized independent waste management company founded in 1986. Peter is an FCMA
and has a background in founding and developing early stage businesses in IT, electronics,
waste management and renewable energy.

Ian Malouf
Managing Director
DADI GROUP, AUSTRALIA
Ian founded Dial A Dump (DADI) in 1984 when he commenced a waste
transportation and disposal business with a single truck. From this
humble origin, he has successfully grown the business to build an impressive commercial
and industrial real estate portfolio. Ian continues to ensure that the DADI Group operates
at the leading edge of technology and has now directed its expansion focus to establish a
significant EfW facility to bring Australia into the 21st Century.

Neil McDermott
CEO
LOW CARBON CONTRACTS COMPANY, UK
Neil is CEO of the Low Carbon Contracts Company and Electricity
Settlements Company. The companies were set up in 2014 as part of
the Electricity Market Reform programme to manage and settle the Contracts for Difference
with low carbon generators and to undertake collateral management, meter assessments
and settlement of the Capacity Market agreements respectively. Neil has worked in the UK
and European electricity and gas sectors since 1990.

James Michelsen
Senior Industry Specialist – Solid Waste
IFC, USA
James is a Senior Industry Specialist at the International Finance Corporation of the World Bank. He has over 20 years of global experience
in the solid waste industry and energy sector with a particular focus on EfW and climate
opportunities in waste in developing countries. Jim provides technical expertise to staff
looking at solid waste opportunities in emerging economies and supports the development
and implementation of IFC’s solid waste sector strategy.

Minh Van Nguyen
Deputy Director, Department of Meteorology, Hydrology
and Climate Change
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENT, VIETNAM
Minh is the Deputy Director of the Department of Meteorology,
Hydrology and Climate Change at Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. In this
role, he participates in the development of national legal documents, in addition to developing Vietnam’s second and third National Communication to UNFCCC. Minh is also working on
Vietnam’s first biennial updated report to UNFCCC as well as participating on the Nationally
Determined Contribution of Vietnam.

Nicholas Pollard
CEO
CORY RIVERSIDE ENERGY, UK
Nick is the CEO of Cory Environmental Group. Previously he ran
businesses in the UK, Middle East, and Asia Pacific. Nick made a real
difference as a senior private-sector leader at Railtrack, Network Rail, Skanska, Bovis Lend
Lease, Navigant and Balfour Beatty. He has also served as an advisor to the UK Government
including: Chair, Cabinet Office Efficiency & Reform Group’s Procurement and Lean Client
Task Group and an independent Investment Advisor for TfL, reporting to the London Mayor
and the Secretary of State for Transport.

Jeff Rhodes
Head of Enviroment & External Affairs
BIFFA, UK
Jeff is a highly experienced waste management specialist and Chartered Town Planner. He has worked in waste management and planning
for over 30 years, joining Biffa in 2002 from the public sector, initially as Planning Manager,
expanding later into Environmental Permitting, regulation, policy and strategy across Biffa’s
UK-wide activities. Jeff is also Chairman of the Environmental Services Association Planning
Committee.

Jaromír Manhart
Director of Waste Management
MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, CZECH REPUBLIC
Jaromír is the Director of Waste Management for the Ministry of the
Environment of the Czech Republic. Jaromír is a member of the POPs
waste working group of the Basel Convention in Switzerland, as well as the PEN – PCBs
Elimination Network of the Stockholm Convention in Switzerland. He is also a TAIEX EC
waste expert of the European Union.

Hamish McPherson
Partner
AURIUM CAPITAL MARKETS, UK
Hamish is a Partner at Aurium Capital Markets, an alternative asset
manager focused on renewable energy, infrastructure, and real estate.
He is also CEO of Bioenergy Infrastructure Group (BIG) which was established in October
2015 to invest in the construction of biomass and EfW plants in the UK. Since launch, BIG
has commenced construction of a 21.5MW waste wood facility in Cheshire and a 25MW RDF
facility in Hull and is actively pursuing its next investments.

Alex Miles
Director
ENERKEM, UK
Alex has been developing projects in the renewable energy-from-waste
sector for the past seven years across a range of disciplines and is
currently working with Enerkem on their business development plans for Europe. He has
worked alongside Enerkem in various capacities since 2006 and has followed closely the
development of the company’s proprietary waste-to-liquid biofuels technology from pilot
stage through to full-scale, commercial development.

Thomas Obermeier
Head of Business Development
EEW ENERGY FROM WASTE, GERMANY
Thomas is Head of Business Development at EEW Energy from Waste,
the leader in the German waste-to-energy business. He is also Honourable President of the German Waste Association DGAW, a publicly certified and sworn
expert for waste management of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK) Berlin. He is
a committee member of the Chamber of Commerce in Berlin and the IFAT and terratec fairs.
Thomas’ expertise draws on more than 30 years of work in the waste management and
energy sector.

Stefan Rattensperger
Director
INVESTEC, UK
Stefan joined Investec in 2011 and has more than 10 years of experience in infrastructure lending and advisory. Over the last years he has
led the bank’s funding of a number of energy from waste deals, including PFI and merchant
waste transactions, most recently FCC Environment’s Edinburgh and Midlothian EfW and
Wheelabrator’s Kemsley EfW. Stefan previously advised on power sector acquisitions at Arup
Transaction Advice and Cambridge Economic Policy Associates, and was a consultant in the
World Bank’s infrastructure team.

Keith Riley
Partner
BH ENERGY GAP, UK
Keith is currently owner of Vismundi, and a Partner in BH EnergyGap,
being previously Group Managing Director, Technology of Veolia
Environmental Services UK. Keith also holds non-executive directorships with Waste 2 Tricity
and Distributed Renewable Energy Networks. He has held senior posts within the waste
management sector for 25 years.

SPEAKERS

Brett is the CEO of RiverRidge Holdings which operates Northern
Ireland’s largest and most integrated waste management company.
During the last six years, the group has focused on the conversion of MSW and C&I waste
streams into RDF and SRF outputs. With a number of MRFs across Northern Ireland, the
company currently treats over 450,000mt of waste each year and is the largest single
exporter of RDF and SRF in Northern Ireland.

Hisanori Shimakura
Professional Engineer
KOBELCO, JAPAN
Hisanori is the General Manager of the Business Development and
Waste Treatment System Division for Kobelco Eco-Solutions. He is
a Professional Engineer in Environmental Engineering and gained his Masters at Kyoto
University Graduate School of Engineering. He worked on the first commercial gasification
and melting plant at Chubu-Kamikita from 1997 to 1999. He also worked in the design,
construction, operations and maintenance of the world’s largest fluidized bed gasification
and melting plant at Sagamihara from 2006 to 2009.

Rolf Stein
CEO
ADVANCED PLASMA POWER, UK
Rolf has worked in the plasma industry since 2006. Prior to his
appointment as CEO of APP, he was Chief Operating Officer for the
company. He joined APP and Tetronics International as Commercial Director with a particular
focus on securing, developing and commercialising the intellectual property portfolios of
both companies. Before working in this industry, Rolf had extensive international experience
holding senior positions in large multi-national technology companies including Hewlett
Packard and Apple.

Chindarat Taylor
Director
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY PATHWAY, UK & THAILAND
Chindarat is the Founder and Director of Resource Efficiency
Pathway, an Environment and Infrastructure consultancy that advises
companies and municipalities on the development of waste-to-energy infrastructure in the
UK and internationally. She has solid experience in helping clients to develop advanced
waste-to-energy infrastructure, petrochemical and management consulting. She is a Chartered Waste Manager and the Vice President of the Solid Waste Management Association
of Thailand.

Felipe Urbano de Saleta
Director, Head of Business Development, Communications
and External Affairs
FCC ENVIRONMENT, SPAIN
Felipe is Director, Head of Business Development, Communications and
External Affairs at FCC Environment. Felipe has more than 28 years experience in waste management. For the last 12 years, he’s been working in an international
environment and focusing specially on waste-to-energy projects around the world, which is
a strategic field for the FCC Group. He takes care of growing the business in new countries
and recently also took over responsibilities in communications and external affairs.

Carl Wolf
VP Europe
LANZATECH, USA
Carl joined LanzaTech in 2011 and has worked in various roles within
the company. Now based in London, Carl leads LanzaTech’s Europe
activities, including existing collaborations, new business development, and government
relations. Prior to LanzaTech, Carl was a Consultant at BCS Incorporated, where he worked
with environmental and energy sector clients, including the US Department of Energy’s
International and Biotechnologies Offices.

James Samworth
Investment Director
FORESIGHT GROUP, UK
James is currently a Director in Foresight’s Environmental team and
works on investments UK-wide. Prior to joining Foresight Group,
James gained investment banking and private equity experience at Deutsche Bank, Lyceum
Capital Partners and Next Wave Ventures. Since James joined Foresight Group in 2009, he
has worked on a number of market-leading environmental projects conducting transaction
analysis, deal structuring and project management.

James Snape
Partners
CMS, UK
James is a Partner and Co-Head of CMS’ projects team. He specialises
in complex waste, infrastructure and energy projects both in the UK and
internationally. James is recognised by the legal directories and his peers for his expertise
in the waste and resource management industry. He regularly travels to Europe, Asia and
the Middle East to support clients with waste to energy projects. James was featured in The
Lawyer magazine Hot 100 in respect of his work on waste PPP projects.

Nobuhiro Tanigaki
Chief Technical Manager
NIPPON STEEL, JAPAN
Nobuhiro is the Technical Manager of Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering in the European office (NSENGI). He has worked in the field of
waste management for more than 10 years as a Process Engineer. He is a specialist of waste
management, especially waste gasification technologies. In his early career, he has started
up several commercial waste gasification plants as a Commissioning Engineer in Japan and
South Korea.

Jeremy Tomkinson
CEO
NNFCC, UK
Jeremy is Chief Executive of NNFCC, a leading international consultancy and key advisors to the UK Government on bioenergy, biofuels and
bio-based materials. He was appointed Chief Executive of NNFCC following a successful career as a chemist, culminating in his appointment as Director of the BioComposites Centre.
Established by the UK Government in 2003 as the National Non-Food Crops Centre, NNFCC
has grown to become a leading UK consultancy focused on understanding biorenewable
markets and technologies.

Paul Winstanley
Project Manager
ETI, UK
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Brett Ross
CEO
RIVERRIDGE ENERGY, UK

Paul currently delivers advanced projects in support of the UK carbon
reduction targets for 2050. This is through assessment, commercialisation of advanced technologies and fundamental research into the safety of its implementation. Within this role, Paul provides direct advice and information on new technologies
to key UK Government departments. Paul has successfully delivered projects for large UK
multi-national companies across facilities management; electrical/mechanical and controls
engineering; energy and environmental engineering, tri and co-generation.
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